


Prime example of Rennaisance City Planning in Ferrera Italy. The humanist concept of the

‘Ideal City’ cames alive here with the work of Biagio Rossetti and his use of the

then cutting edge principles of perspective.





“For here we have no lasting

City, but we seek the City

which is to come.”

Hebrews 13:14





Introduction: Christopher Zelov

St. Paul de Vence
The Kingdom of France

“The City begins only when the paths are transformed into roads”.

Joseph Rykert

The City was invented around 8000 thousand years ago. Most scholars think it 

happened first in Jericho, with the collective act of building defensive walls. Some pos-

tulate it was in Catal Hayuk, Turkey. In any event, the Idea of humans coming together

to create a ‘good life’ and to provide protection against marauders, seems to be an en-

during thrust of existence on this Earth. It is probably our most enduring invention as

species.

The movement from hunting and gathering to a settled condition in a City has teleolog-

ical dimensions. Indeed, urban man is more likely to feel and act as a member of a 

community of shared interests. Thus the Polis emerges as a force of creating citizen-

ship, and thus seeding the rise of civilization. In fact, the word Polis has Indo-Euro-

pean roots which suggests that both culture and personal cultivation (education)

encompass a cyclical dimension. This understanding is incorporated in the word 

encyclopaideia, which means “in the cycle of learning.”

However, it was the Artists and Architects of the Italian Renaissance that are generally

credited with creating the first advanced theory of the City. This augmented view in-

volved the construction of a City designed to fulfill a variety of social, cultural, and po-

litical functions, rather than one designed solely for trade and sheer survival.

Co-emergent with the advent of mercantilist capitalism, a new leisure class with time

and money to invest in cultural pursuits developed within the Italian middle class.

Wealthy families of this new class entered politics, gaining power and influence in their

Cities, and in most cases prioritizing aesthetic concerns.

We can add this perspective to the Moments of Grace model developed by Cultural 

Historian Thomas Berry as he describes it in his opus: The Great Work.



Key Historic Moments of Grace include:

--the First Living Cell

--Photosynthesis

--Control of Fire

--Gardens First Cultivated
--Fabrication of Pottery

--The First Alphabet 

--Invention of Writing

--Spoken Language Invented

--1st Cities Built

Further along this line, the great historian of urban life, Lewis Mumford, explained

the four major transformative functions of the City as:

1-Power into Form

2-Energy into Culture

3-Dead Matter into the Living Symbols of Art

4-Biological Reproduction into Social Creativity

Thus, the City can be seen as a place for the magnification of the life process, a magic

theater where characters come and go. Ultimately, it is an act of will, both individual

and collective.

Naturally, some civilizations are better at it than others.

Some Cities are eternal; some die a slow death. Compare Rome to Buffalo.

Indeed, we may lose our capacity to create livable cities, as J. B. S. Haldane  cautioned

in 1928: "The ancestors of oysters and barnacles had heads. Snakes have lost their

limbs and ostriches and penguins their power of flight. Man may just as easily lose his

intelligence”.



Perhaps the antidote is to become like a modern Nostradamus—

which translates into the desire and act of passing on our hard

won knowledge to the next generation. Rosslyn, the cathedral of

codes in Scotland, was built with the same intent in mind, although it’s codes are in

subtle stone forms, rather than prophecy inked in a book form. This takes us back to

the Greek concept of Paideia, the breeding of culture in the individual and then hope-

fully transmitted to the society at large.

Why are most Cities based on the grid?

It was Hippodamus, a Greek Architect, Mathematician, and 

Meteologos, who is credited with inventing the Grid.

The Romans used the Grid not only in their military camps, but also in new colonies,

capitals of provinces and civitates, as a clear representation of the order imposed by the

imperial power.

The initial inspiration came from the ancient augurs scrutinizing a flock

of birds for divinatory purposes, then proceeding by hypothetically divid-

ing up the air and land along ideal perpendicular straight lines.

Indeed, the practice of symbolic forms of settlement faded into the mists of history,

along with their panoply of deep spiritual and cultural signification for the indigenous

populations. Once upon a time, we learn from French Anthropologist Claude Levi

Straus, there was a unity between village plan, kinship system, and world view*. These

stratagems were almost invariably rejected, in favor of the planned grid layout, which

the Europeans had inherited from the conquering 

Romans.

Time-tripping to the modern city, the space of  mature capitalism, we plunge into the

world of the “society of the spectacle”, as French theorist Guy Debord put it, a world

suffering from increased homogenization and generica, which the 1960s  art group the

Situationists proposed replacing with the heterogeneous, the rebellious and a liberating

series of units of ambiance.



Again like the Surrealists, the Situationists practiced detournment, whereby 

pre-existing elements were re-contextualized. This disorienting strategy included

reusing phrases from unacknowledged sources, reassembling film footage, or 

replacing part of the city with another. The famous cry of Paris, May 1968, ‘Sous les

paves, la plage’ springs from this perspective.

City21: Multiple Perspectives on Urban Futures:

The film City21 looks at 8 different initiatives/perspectives that are shaping the 21st

Century. The list does not presume to be definitive; however it does provide a revealing

glimpse into some of the key projects now swaying our world into a more

expansive and creative narrative.

Some of the Design Metaphors illuminated in City21 include:

1-Classical Form and Narrative Architecture—with David Mayernik

2-Regenerative Design and Biospherics—with Phil Hawes

3-The Green City/The Art of Placemaking-with The Lighthouse Project

4-Renewable Energy—with Dr. Adalsteinn Sigurgeirsson of Iceland

5-Creating Eco-Villages—with the Findhorn Foundation

6-Magical Architecture—with the Damanhur Community

7-Poetry and Architecture---with The Open City Group

8-Enduring Time/The Long Now—-with Stewart Brand

9-Forest Eco-System Engineering---with Paolo Lugari

10-St. Andrews Futurist Conversation---Tony Hodgson + Graham Leicester



Further Key Ideas illuminated within the film:

-We must invent ways to build what we want, when we want.

Creative and soulful buildings rarely happen on bankers terms.

Learn from The Open City Group who have manifested a rare avant-garde 

experiment in Architecture and City Making.

-The City as an ongoing discourse, a shared conversation. The Greeks knew this in

their bones. Indeed urban life began in Greece as an animated conversation and soon

degenerated into a crude agon. As Euripedes observed “It is a slave’s lot not to speak

one’s thought”. Further along this line, Lewis Mumford uttered: “What was left of the

ancient urban drama was a mere spectacle, a showed staged before a passive 

audience, with professional freaks, contortionists, and dwarfs usurping the place once 

occupied by self-respecting citizens”. 

-Design of micro-worlds vs public space. This is an ongoing polemic. With the new

digital tools, the intensity of the debate has been ratcheted up a notch. The key to re-

solving this may be in an expanded definition of Self.

From our research, the key ingredient to create a new experi-

ment in City-Making or an Eco-Village for that matter, is to find

a site with a dramatic topographical edge (EZE pictured here),

preferably an eagle nest of some kind.

For instance, the film illuminates 3 examples:

-Open City—in the sand dunes on the outer lip of Chile, facing the boundless Pacific

Ocean

-Findhorn—the Northern extremity of Scotland, fronting the North Sea 

-Damanhur—nestled in the foothills of the Alps, in northern Italy

Among the many transformations involved, the making of the City is also a story of

the primal transfiguration of the wilderness into a salubrious urbane 



environment, a vital circuit that enhances our ability to regenerate and celebrate life.

Ultimately, it is a vehicle for survival. After all, there is a mutual arising of the City

and the Self. I bring the world into being—autopoiesis, perhaps there is autocivitas as

well. However we look at it, there is an increasingly complex 

interdependence of humans and their environment. 

Cities have Mythic Histories: 

The list of the mythic origins of Cities include:

-Troy—Apollo and Poseidon

-Thebes

-Athens--Athena

-Eze-Isis

-Paris---Homer and the Odyssey

-Philadelphia—William Penn’s City of Brotherly Love

-Rome—Romulus and Remus

-Alexandria---Alexander the Great

-Constantinople—The New Rome

-Jerusalem---The Holy City

-Santa Fe---Holy Faith

-Damanhur---The City of Light

-Kitez—Russian Art City, a place of justice and prosperity

-Armenia--City in the Sky

-Shamballa-Tibet City

-Heliopolos-Greek City of the Sun

-Teotihuacan--place where the World begins



“In our culture we have been systematically taught not to trust our

own minds”. 

Willis Harmon

All persons are hypnotized from infancy by the culture in which they grow up. The

prime task of adult life is dehypnotization, 

Enlightenment—the process is discovering that the perceived world is partial and illu-

sory, with “another reality” behind it.

Furthermore, learning to see the world with multiple perspectives is key.  Swiss

philosopher Jean Gebser calls it: aperspectual space, where one can shift around the

various viewpoints in which scholars have imagined the great patterns of history play-

ing out on the stage of time.

Friedrich Nietzsche developed a similar concept that he called: Perspectivism —which

holds that knowledge is always perspectival and there is no such thing as an immacu-

late perception, or epistemological absolutes. The best we can hope for is the ability to

synthesize many divergent perspectives, and then arrive at a more 

integral way of knowing.

This is where heuristic filmmaking can intercede and play a leading role in the cultural

dehypnotization process, counter-acting the claims of the dominant 

paradigm and penetrating into a deeper stratum of the truth.

We have unremembered many of the design lessons from medieval cities that made

them such a convivial environment for human community. Indeed, the new urban re-

sponse to the exigencies of the rapidly emerging Peak Oil era will involve the adapta-

tion of new designs derived from the worlds of ecology, biology, and photovoltaics to

our built environments. This will involve a myriad of new inventions, many of which

were illuminated in the film: Ecological Design: Inventing the Future*.

The father of Ecological Planning, Ian McHarg, frames Paradise in terms of Agricul-



tural values and the production of herbs and fruits---very little advanced technology in

his model. His last plan the 1999 for Taiwan called: “Towards Paradise: The Millen-

nium Plan for a Sustainable Future.” is a prime example of this approach.

(add excerpt here)

If we recall the classic film, Lost Horizon(1933), we will find a hidden metaphor for the

lack of a positive image of the future in the popular mind. Do people even believe in

Shangri La when they see it? Can it be sustained?  Is it a worthy quest?  Such questions

linger on like a Belle Epoch Parisian lunch. Pay heed to the story of Joshua bin Joseph

and how the Kingdom of Heaven surrounds us, but we do not realize it.

Historically there has been four Cultural Ecologies, according to Historian William

Irwin Thompson, that have shaped Civilization since the beginning of time:

Cultural Ecology:  Communication System Polity

1 -Riverine                             Script                                     City State

2-Mediteranian                 Alphabetic                                 Empire

3-Atlantic                             Print                               Industrial-Nation State

4-Biospheric                         Electronic                              Noetic

This is epochal thinking. As J.G. Bennet said in his book the Dramatic Universe: “An

Epoch is characterized by a grand conception, a master Idea, which 

inseminated the whole life of mankind for a new harvest of temporal activities.”

*A cultural ecology is a way of knowing, an epistemology that shapes the world. 

(add more here)

Inherently the meme of Civilization and the meme of the City are interlinked. The

Biospheric stage includes the new meme that our Cities will be based on renewable 

energy and contain buildings that give back to the environment more than they take.

See the interview with Paolo Lugari, to discover more about this emergence.



If we can put a man on the moon, certainly we can create cities based on renewable en-

ergy. Indeed, it is a matter of social will, more than technology, which is ready to be

employed by the active imagination.

Delving into another big picture perspective, the distinguished Italian writer 

Giambastto Vico articulates 4 cycles of civilization:

1-Gods

2-Heroes

3-Man

4-Chaos

In terms of material usage, below is another chart eye’s view:

-Age of Stone

-Age of Bronze

-Age d’Fer (steel)

-Age of Oil

-Age of the Sun(renewable energy)

As writer Joseph Rykert articulates: “the city is not really like a natural 

phenomenon. It is an artifact of a curious kind compounded of willed and random ele-

ments, imperfectly controlled. If it is related to physiology at all, it is more like a

dream than anything else”.

Furthermore, as Italo Calvino articulates it, each City presents a particular challenge

to the imagination. As he writes in his classic: Invisible Cities: “Cities also believe they

are the work of the mind or of chance, but neither one nor the other suffices to hold up

their walls. You take delight not in a cities seven or seventy wonders, but in the answer

it gives to a question of yours, or the question it asks you, forcing you to answer, like

Thebes through the mouth of the Sphinx”.

Flashback to the enchanting archetype from the ancient world: the Temple of Apollo at

Delphi, wherein the seeker went on an extended pilgrimage to the via sacra, in which a

subtle narrative Architecture was employed with the intent of transforming mortal



man into an immortal sage. The Great Spanish Architect Antonio Gaudi employed this
theme in his acclaimed Park Guel in Barcelona where sculpture, mosaic tile, plants,
and architecture illuminate the working of the symbolic alchemist’s process which
seeks to transform man into an immortal sage. Furthermore it is hoped that these
strategic clues will help initiate the visitor into a better conceptual and artistic under-
standing of the site (city) and enable them to attain a higher degree of knowlwdge and
mastery of the life process.

Might this be a desirable scenario for the Future City?

As  stated in the film by Grahm Leicester: “The old rules don’t seem to apply, the new
rules have not been written, what we need is a Second Enlightenment.” 

What are some of the characteristic of the Second Enlightenment?
Here is a outline sketch of the elements:

-Earth Community Ethos/getting beyond the Empire mentality
-Sustainable Development/Post-Petroleum Ethos
-Trans-humanist Perspective
-Long Now Orientation
-Cross-Disciplinary Approach to Knowledge
-Dream Society rather than Information Age
-Cosmogenesis orientation
-Cybernetic understanding

Clearly the eco-village movement is an indicator of this shift in consciousness
about the nature and purpose of the City. As Italian wtiter Paolo Porttugesi articulates
*“the city represents  the most extensive and violent act of  man as an agent of  change on the

face of  earth”. 

Can this act be reframed into something benign and manifest the: “ability to obey the
genius loci, interpreting a sort of hidden vocation of the landscape and at times suc-
ceeding in convincingly ‘continuing’ the work of creation”.

*Portoghesi, Paolo, Nature and Technology, Milan, Skia ©2000



The Greek drama is a study in fate, or man’s conflict with the Gods. 

The Elizabethan drama is a study of action, or man in conflict with man. 

The Modern drama is a study of character, or man in conflict with himself. 

The drama of the 21st Century is between the Biosphere and the Technosphere, with

humans playing the role of the chorus. Perhaps the same theatrical rules apply, only the

stakes have risen in new degrees of magnitude.

For if Nature is reborn through the Artistic Vision, is it likewise for the 

City/Civilization?

We end this Introduction with a quote by Plato:

Until philosophers are kings, or the kings and princes of  this world have the spirit and

power of  philosophy, and political greatness and wisdom meet in one, and those commoner

natures who pursue either to the exclusion of  the other are compelled to stand aside, cities

will never have rest from their evils — no, nor the human race, as I believe — and then

only will this our State have a possibility of  life and behold the light of  day.


